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Abstract. Compact right topological groups arise in topological dynamics and

in other settings. Following H. Furstenberg's seminal work on distal flows, R.

Ellis and I. Namioka have shown that the compact right topological groups of

dynamical type always admit a probability measure invariant under the continu-

ous left translations; however, this invariance property is insufficient to identify

a unique probability measure (in contrast to the case of compact topological

groups). In the present paper, we amplify on the proofs of Ellis and Namioka

to show that a right invariant probability measure on the compact right topo-

logical group G exists provided G admits an appropriate system of normal

subgroups, that it is uniquely determined and that it is also invariant under

the continuous left translations. Using Namioka's work, we show that G has

such a system of subgroups if its topological centre contains a countable dense

subset, or if it is a closed subgroup of such a group.

PRELIMINARIES

For notation and terminology we will follow Namioka [9] and, especially,

Berglund et al. [4] as much as possible. Thus a (compact) right topological

group is a pair (G, x), where G is a group and x is a (compact) topology on

G, so that the right translations 11-+ ts, G —► G are continuous for all s e G.

The topological centre A(G) of G is the set

{s e G | t h-> st,  G —> G is continuous}.

If A(G) = G, then G is called semitopological; if G is also Hausdorff, then G
is a topological group, by Ellis's famous theorem [5]. A probability measure p

on G is called left invariant if it is invariant under the continuous left trans-

lations, i.e., if p(sB) = p(B) for all 5 e A(G) and all Borel sets B c G. (It
follows from a remark at the end of [2] that a compact right topological group

need not have a unique left invariant probability measure.) We call p right

invariant and a Haar measure if it is invariant under all right translations, i.e.,

if p(Bs) = p(B) for all 5 e G and all Borel sets B eG.
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For a compact, Hausdorff, right topological group (G, x) with A(G) dense

in G, the o-topology of G is determined by taking

% :- {U~x U | U is an open r-neighbourhood of the identity e e G}

to be a base of a -neighbourhoods of e . Then o is compact, Tx , and coarser

than i ; (G, o) is a compact, Tx, semitopological group with continuous inver-

sion. ( er is to suggest "symmetrized.") But o is not usually Hausdorff; indeed,

it is Hausdorff if and only if it is the same as x, and then (G, x) is a topological

group. If L is a subgroup of G, the quotient space G/L is Hausdorff in the

quotient topology of x if and only if L is cr-closed. See Namioka [9; §1] (or

Berglund et al. [4; Appendix C]) for the details.
A most important concept for us is that of a strong normal system {L¿ | ¿j <

¿Jo} of subgroups of a compact, Hausdorff right topological group (G, x). The

system is indexed by the set of ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal ¿Jo and

satisfies
(i) each L<* is a cr-closed normal subgroup of G, Lq — G and L¿0 = {e} ;

(ii) for ¿j < ¿jo, L^ c Li+1 and the function

(sLi+x, tLt+x) H+ stLt+x,  G/Li+X x Lt/Lt+X -> G/Lt+X

is continuous for the quotient topologies from x ; and

(iii) for each limit ordinal ¿j < ¿j0, Lt = f]   ^ Ln .

It follows that each G/L^ is a group and, in the quotient topology of x, is

compact, Hausdorff, and right topological with A(G)/L( c A(G/Lç).   (See

1.3.7-8 in Berglund et al. [4], for example.) Hence, each L^/L^ is a compact,

Hausdorff, topological group.

Existence and Uniqueness of Haar Measure

Our aim is to prove

Theorem. Let (G, x) be a compact, Hausdorff, right topological group that has

a strong normal system of subgroups {Lç | ¿j < ¿Jo}. Then Haar measure exists

on G. It is the unique right invariant probability measure on G ; it is also left

invariant.

Proof. We prove this theorem by referring to proofs in Namioka [9] (or in

Berglund et al. [4]), but owing to the complexity of these proofs we need to be

clear about how the changes we require are made.

Haar measure for G is constructed by transfinite induction. It will appear

as a positive, invariant, linear functional of norm 1 on £?(C7). Given L := L¿

and M := L^+x in the strong normal system, let 8¿(C7) be the subspace of

^(G) consisting of functions constant on the cosets of L. Let vL be Haar

measure on the compact, Hausdorff, topological group L/M, and for s e G,

let 5 denote the coset s M = Ms e G/M. Each / e ^m(G) gives rise to a

function / e W(G/M), f(s) = f(s). The continuity of G/M x L/M -> G/M
shows that for / e Wm(G) the function (ph(f) defined by

<Pdf)(s)= I    f(st)dvL(t)      (seG)
Jl/m

is continuous. Since vL is Haar measure on L/M, <pi.(f) is constant on the

cosets of L.  Thus (Pl  maps Wm(G) into Wl(G) .  It is easily seen that cpL
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is a retraction (i.e., §ji/(G) C ^L(G) and <Pl is the identity on 8¿(G)). This
part of the proof (the induction step for successor ordinals) is Lemma 4.1 in

Namioka [9] (Lemma C.16 in Berglund et al. [4]).
We next check that right translation by elements of G commutes with <pl ,

i.e., that Ruq>L = <PlRu , where (Ruf)(s) = f(su) for u, s e G and / e W(G).
First, observe that for fixed u e G the maps

t^ui^ Utu~x,  L/M -, G/M -* L/M C G/M

are continuous, so that

g^ I     g(ütü-x)dvL(t)
Jl/m

is a positive, normalized, invariant, linear functional on W(L/M), hence is also

Haar measure vl . Therefore

(Ru<pL(f))(s) = <pL(f)(su) = [     f(sHt) dvL(T)
Jl/m

= f    f(sütü-xü)dvL(T) = f(stü)duL(t)
Jl/m Jl/m

IJli
(Ruf)(sT)dvL(t) = cpL(Ruf)(s).

I L/M

To fit the last two paragraphs into a transfinite induction setting, observe that

f¿0(G) = C . If we have already determined the appropriate linear map

n-r- %i_,(G)^^0(G) = c,

we define p¿ = q>L( ° W^-\ ■ Then (jc. is positive, linear, of norm 1, and com-

mutes with right translations.

Now we come to limit ordinals. Suppose that i//n is defined for all r¡ less

than the limit ordinal ¿j. Observe that (Jn<i ^Ln(G) is a subalgebra of ^(G)

containing the constants. If x, y e G and xL^ 4 yLç, then y £ xLç =

f) çxLn . Thus there is an n with y £ xL,,, and so there is an f e 8¿,(G)

with f(x) 4 f(y) • It follows from a version of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem

that \}n<if^L^(G) is dense in WL((G). It is now obvious how to define y/^ :

%it(G) —> C, a positive linear functional of norm 1 commuting with right

translations.

Obviously, Wl( (G) = W(G). So y/$ü is a Haar measure on G.

Uniqueness is also proved by transfinite induction. Let p be a right invariant

measure on G. We show that

f fdp = n(f)   (feWL<(G)).
Jg

This holds for ¿j = 0.  Suppose it holds for ¿j.  Take / e ^¿i+l(G).  Let p¿

denote the projection of p on G/Li+X. Then

[ fdp= [       f(s-)dpi(s)= [       [       f(s)duL((t)dpi(s)
Jg Jg/lw Jg/l(+i Jl(/l(+i

= [ [        ?(sï)dvL((I)d}i((S)= f        q>^(f)(5)dpi(S)
Jg/l(+i Jl(/l(+í Jg/l(+i

= / <PL((f)dp = H/i((pLi(f)) = Vs+\(f),
Jg
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as required (where we have used Fubini's theorem and right invariance of p

to get the third equality). Limit ordinals are again treated using the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem. Thus p corresponds to the linear functional y/ç0. Unique-

ness follows.
If f e fê(G) and t e A(G), then 5 i-> f(ts) is continuous on G. Therefore,

if p is right invariant, then also / •-> JGf(ts)dp(s) is well-defined and right

invariant, so that it is just p. We have proved left invariance.    ■

We next identify a large class of compact right topological groups having

strong normal systems of subgroups.

The Furstenberg-Ellis-Namioka Structure Theorem. Let (Gx, x) be a compact,

Hausdorff, right topological group whose topological centre A(GX) contains a

countable subset dense in Gx. Let G be a closed subgroup of Gx . Then G has

a strong normal system of subgroups.

Proof. This theorem is a translation of the Furstenberg structure theorem for

distal flows [8] into the context of compact right topological groups. It is stronger

than the currently accepted form of this translation (Namioka [9; Corollary 2.1]

or Berglund et al. [4]) in two ways. First, it asserts that the result holds for

closed subgroups G of Gx and not just for Gx itself. Secondly, it claims that

each group L¿ is normal in G and not simply that each Li+ x is normal in L¿ .

Let us deal with the first difference. If the existence of a system {L¿} of

normal subgroups is established for Gx, we simply form the system {G n Lç}

to obtain a system for G. These subgroups are closed in the cr-topology of G

because they are closed in the restriction to G of the cr-topology of Gx , the

latter topology being weaker than the former. (It is conceivable that A(G) is

not dense in G, so it is necessary here to go back to the basic definition of the

cr-topology; see (ii) of Remark 1 below.)

We shall therefore assume that Gx — G in what follows. As stated in the

preliminaries, when A(G) is dense in G the cr-topology on G is determined

by taking

% := {U~x U I U is an open r-neighbourhood of the identity e e G}

to be a base of cr-neighbourhoods of e. We give another description of %,

namely
g/ = <%x  := {V~lV I V 4 <t> is T-open in G}.

Clearly, Í/ c ^ . On the other hand, if V 4 <t> is t-open, there is a point

t e V n A(G). Then t~x V is a neighbourhood of the identity, and

v~xv = (rxV)-[(rxV) eW.

We digress to do some analysis on a compact semitopological group (H, to)

(as in Namioka [9; p. 196] or Berglund et al. [4; Appendix C]). Define

A = N(H) := [){Wq I Wq is a closed neighbourhood of e e H}.

Then the following statements about s e H are easily seen to be equivalent:

(a) seN;
(b) for every neighbourhood W of e , s eW~ ;

(c) for every pair of neighbourhoods W and Wx of e , WxsnW 4 <P',

(d) for every neighbourhood W of e ,  Ws nW44>', and

(e) for every neighbourhood W of e , se W~x W.
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Thus A = P|{H/-1H/ I W isa neighbourhood of e} , i.e., A is the closure of
{e} in the cr-topology of H, in which H is a compact semitopological group

with continuous inversion; so A, the closure in this topology of the normal

subgroup {e} , is also a normal subgroup of H.

We apply the analysis of the last paragraph to a cr-closed subgroup L of G

furnished with the restriction of the cr-topology of G. For simplicity, we refer

to this topology on L also as a ; (L, a) is a compact, Tx , semitopological
group. For (L, cr)

A sa N(L) = Ç\{Wq I Wq is a cr-closed cr-neighbourhood in L of e}

— (]{ W~x W \ W isa cr-neighbourhood in L of e} .

A basis for a -neighbourhoods in L of e is

{U~XU n L | C/is an open r-neighbourhood in G of e},

which equals
{V~xVnL | V 4 ó is T-open in G}

(since ^ = % , as noted two paragraphs above). We observe that all these sets

are symmetric, e.g., (V~XV n L)~x = V~lV n L, and conclude that

N(L) = f]{(V-xVnL)(V~lVnL) I V 4 <f> is T-open in G}.

The next step is to show that if, in addition, L is normal in G, then so is

A(L). Fix s e G. Note that Vs runs through all T-open subsets of G when V

does and also that s~xLs = L. Therefore, intersecting over all nonvoid T-open

subsets of G, we get

N(L) = f]((Vs)~l(Vs) n L)((Vs)~x(Vs) n L)
v

= n^"1 V~X Vs n 5"'L5)(5-' F"1 Fs n s-'Ls)

= s~x f](v~l v n L)(v~x v n L)s = s"1 A(L)s.

The family {L¿} is produced by transfinite induction. Start with Lq = G.

If ¿j has predecessor ¿j - 1 , put L^ = A(Li_1). If ¿j is a limit ordinal, use

(iii). Clearly, the L¿ 's are normal in G. A key point is that, if L¿ 4 {e} , then

N(Lç) 4 Lç ; for this see Namioka [9; Theorem 2.3] (or Berglund et al. [4]).
This last fact ensures that the induction process finishes at least by card( G ).

The continuity claim in (ii) is Proposition 2.1 in Namioka [9] (Lemma C. 11

in Berglund et al. [4]), which asserts that

(sN(L), tN(L)) n* stN(L),  G/N(L) x L/N(L) -> G/N(L)

is continuous (for the quotient topologies from x ). The structure theorem has

been established.    ■

Remarks. 1. The existence of a strong normal system of subgroups is not a

necessary condition for the existence of Haar measure on a compact right topo-

logical group. Here is an example. (Other examples like this, which can be also

connected and metrizable, are due to W. Ruppert [3; V.1.5].)
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Let G be the semidirect product {±1} x T with multiplication

(e, u)(ô, v) = (eô, uöv).

Give G the topology t for which a typical basic neighbourhood of (1, eia) or

(-1, elb), where a < b, is

A :={(l,eia),(-l,eib)}U{(e,ei6)\e = ±l, a<6<b};

these basic neighbourhoods are open and closed. Note that every open set O

is the union of a countable number of sets of form A . (The argument for this

claim goes hardly beyond that required for the analogous claim about open sets

of real numbers.) If we identify Tx := {1} x T and T2 := {-1} x T with T

in the obvious way, it follows that the symmetric difference (0nTi)A(OnT2)

is countable. Also, T, is dense in G, (=1,2.

(G, t) is a compact, Hausdorff, right topological group and A(G) = {( 1, 1 )} .

Since
(e , u)(S, v)(e , u)~x = (cô, uôv)(e , w"e) = (S, ucS~ev),

we see that a normal subgroup L of G contains T2 if it contains one member

of T2, so L = G if it is also closed. Thus the only nontrivial, closed, normal

subgroups of G are finite cyclic subgroups H c Ti ; the quotient of G by such

an H is not a topological group, as it is isomorphic to G (just as T modulo

a finite subgroup is isomorphic to T). We conclude that G does not have a

strong normal system of subgroups.

Nonetheless, G has a unique Haar measure. This is so because any right

invariant probability measure p on G must assign measure min {1, (b-a)/2n}

to the basic neighbourhood A, so p(B) = n(B n Ti ) for each Borel set B c G,

where n is (normalized) Lebesgue measure on Tx = T. The equation in the

last line can be used to define Haar measure on G in terms of n .

We mention some further calculations with this group that the interested

reader can perform.
(i) A left translation íhíj, G —» G is not measurable unless t = (±1, 1).

(Use the description of open sets given above.) The left translation s h->

(-1, l)s is measurable, but not continuous.

(ii) Since A(G) is not dense in G, we must go back to the basic definition to

discuss the cr-topology of G : it is the quotient topology on G of the product

topology t x t on G x G under the map (s, t) t-» s~xt, G x G —► G [9, 4]. In

G, every cr-neighbourhood of e is r-dense in G. Thus, the normal subgroup

N(G) = Ç]{Wq I Wq is a er -closed cr-neighbourhood of e}

(as in the proof of the structure theorem) is equal to G, an outcome that is not

surprising in view of the description we have already given of the closed normal

subgroups of G.
(iii) For this group, Di^-1 VV~X V \ V 4 4> is t-open in G} (as in the proof

of the structure theorem) turns out to be the nonnormal subgroup {(±1, 1)}.

2. Furstenberg [8] (for compact metrizable phase spaces) and Ellis [6, p. 164]

(for any compact phase space) have produced invariant probability measures for

minimal distal flows. This implies the existence of a left invariant probability

measure on any compact right topological group G with dense topological cen-

tre A(G), since the (left) action of A(G) on G is distal—a conclusion also
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obtained by Namioka [9]. Our proofs have been on the lines followed by these

authors. In particular, they first established structure theorems and the existence

of invariant probability measures under countability hypotheses; Furstenberg

and Ellis used metrizability, and Namioka used separability of A(G) (which is

the condition we have adopted). A compactness argument then made it easy for

them to produce a left invariant probability measure on any compact right topo-

logical group [6, p. 164; 9, p. 208]. Such an easy method of extending the result

is not available to us, which is why we have complete presentation of our results

only for groups G with dense separable A(G). However, the Furstenberg struc-

ture theorem for distal flows does not depend on any countability hypothesis;

see Ellis [7] or Auslander [1]. This is also true of our Furstenberg-Ellis-Namioka

structure theorem for compact right topological groups. The proof of this that

we have at present is difficult, depending as it does on a detailed analysis of the

proofs in Ellis's book. We hope to find a simpler version which we shall be able

to publish later. But we should like to point out here that the main theorem

of the present paper will then imply the existence of Haar measure for closed

subgroups of any compact right topological group with dense topological centre.

3. We have not been able to characterise those compact right topological

groups which have a strong normal system of subgroups; in particular, we do

not know whether every such group must have a dense topological centre.

4. We expect that the fact that a compact right topological group G with

A(G) dense in G has a strong normal system of subgroups and Haar measure

will have interesting consequences in topological dynamics and in other areas

of analysis. We hope to develop some of them.
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